
A chilled soupmakes short work of a jar of roasted red peppers
from the warehouse store. Photo from “Big Buy Cooking” by the
editors of Fine Cooking magazine E4
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A
lthough the arti-
choke is most
prevalent in
Mediterranean
cuisine, Ameri-
cans have added
their own adapta-
tions to this flavor-
ful vegetable that

is currently at the peak of its sea-
son. The heart, the tastiest part of
artichoke, has been sewn into a slew
of traditional homestyle recipes,
including soups, quiches, sandwich-
es, and yes, these babies have even
hit the deep fryer for the most
palatable fried veggie that ranch
dressing has ever coated.

Unfortunately, when cooking
with artichokes, Americans rarely
think to look up our own home-spun
recipes. Any recipe that calls for
olive oil, lemon, and garlic, and has
strange sounding Mediterranean

spices must be the most suitable for
hosting this coveted ingredient.
However, this is one case in which
American cuisine shall not be out-
done!

Now is the time to look for arti-
chokes at local farmers markets.
Although many artichokes come
from California, several Midwestern
farms stock farmers markets with
their bumper supply. If you can pick
up a few fresh artichokes at a farm-
ers market (or California artichokes
at the grocery store), you’re in for a
real treat.

Americans usually prepare the

artichoke quite hastily, discarding
the stems or even leaving on the
leaves. This is where we could take
a lesson from the Mediterraneans.
The stems are just as tasty as the
hearts, but must be pared down of
their fibrous and thick outer layer.
When making a recipe that calls for
hearts, the stems can be used in
substitute for the hearts or added
to the medley. And after either a
quick steam bath or dunk in boiling
water, the hearts and the stems are
ready to star in a few tasty dishes.

Artichoke tea sandwiches sound
unusual to our Midwestern ears,

but have been popular with South-
ern ladies and gentlemen for eons
as they take their afternoon tea or
sit on the veranda playing bridge
with a tall glass of frosty lemonade.
Very similar to cucumber sand-
wiches, the artichokes offer a more
robust taste and are complemented
by the cayenne, onion powder and
garlic powder that seasons the may-
onnaise. Served on thin slices of
wheat bread, the sandwiches are
cut into dainty, finger-sized trian-
gles and taste divine with sweet tea
or lemonade.

Or, for another new world take on
this ancient ingredient, try it
immersed in a cream soup (another
Southern specialty) or stuffed with
cheese and baked as a main dish.
These recipes not only represent
the pervasiveness of American
cooking, but they also play host to
this wonderful thistle.
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Fine cooking from the warehouse
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Warehouse stores
are amazing. If
you are a disci-
plined shopper,

you go with a list, blinders
and a budget. But if you are
an avid cook, you are easily
distracted by the unexpect-
ed goodies — a huge bag of
exotic mushrooms one week,
a sack of avocados the next,
a wheel of brie the third —
and your list (and your
budget) goes out the win-
dow. Then you get the stuff
home and suddenly you are
looking at a week's worth of
mushroom sauce or gua-
camole or baked brie. What
seemed like a bargain starts
to sound like a bore.

The folks at Fine Cooking
magazine feel your pain. In
every issue, they have a “Big
Buy” column, featuring
recipes from an item pur-

chased at the warehouse
store. And now they've had
the smarts to collect these
recipes in a book, “Big Buy
Cooking: The Food Lover’s
Guide to Buying in Bulk and
Using It All Up” (Taunton
Press, 2010).

The warehouse bargain is
fine if it is something like
canned tomatoes, which can
be stored away, or dried
mushrooms or capers, which

keep virtually forever, even
when opened. But the avoca-
dos, the brie, the bell pep-
pers — these are crying to
be used.

One of my warehouse
Waterloos is the giant jar of
roasted red peppers. I love
them in sandwiches (with
grilled eggplant and goat
cheese) and on pizza (with
artichoke hearts, olives and
feta), but it turns out my
family will stand for sand-
wiches and pizza for only so
many meals in a row. And it
also turns out that an open
jar of roasted red peppers,
stored in the fridge, will get
moldy in a shockingly short
time. So I am especially
grateful to the Fine Cooking
editors for new recipes for
roasted red peppers —
including a soup and a cous-
cous dish. My family is
grateful for meals that are
not sandwiches or pizza.
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Encountering artichokes for
the first time, they might
seem a little intimidating.
How one cooks and eats an
artichoke is not obvious
from its appearance. If
you've always wondered
how to cook and eat the
darn things, here are the
steps.

How to cook
an artichoke
1. If the artichokes have
little thorns on the end of
the leaves, take a kitchen
scissors and cut off the
thorned tips of all of the
leaves. This step is mostly
for aesthetics as the thorns
soften with cooking and
pose no threat to the person
eating the artichoke.
2. Slice about 3/4 inch to an

inch off the tip of the
artichoke.
3. Pull off any smaller

leaves towards the base and
on the stem.
4. Cut excess stem, leaving
up to an inch on the
artichoke. The stems tend
to be more bitter than the
rest of the artichoke, but
some people like to eat
them. Alternatively you can
cut off the stems and peel
the outside layers which is
more fibrous and bitter and
cook the stems along with
the artichokes.

5. Rinse the artichokes in
running cold water.

6. In a large pot, put a
couple inches of water, a
clove of garlic, a slice of
lemon, and a bay leaf (this
adds wonderful flavor to the
artichokes).
Insert a steaming basket.
Add the artichokes. Cover.
Bring to a boil and reduce
heat to simmer.
Cook for 25 to 45 minutes
or until the outer leaves can
easily be pulled off.
Note: artichokes can also be
cooked in a pressure cooker
(about 15-20 minutes
cooking time).
Cooking time depends on
how large the artichoke is,
the larger, the longer it
takes to cook.

How to eat
Artichokes may be eaten
cold or hot, but I think they
are much better hot. They
are served with a dip, either
melted butter or
mayonnaise. My favorite
dip is mayo with a little bit
of balsamic vinegar mixed
in.

1. Pull off outer petals.

2. Dip white fleshy end in
melted butter or sauce.
Tightly grip the other end of
the petal. Place in mouth,
dip side down, and pull
through teeth to remove
soft, pulpy, delicious
portion of the petal. Discard
remaining petal. Continue
until all of the petals are
removed.

3.With a knife or spoon,
scrape out and discard the
inedible fuzzy part (called
the "choke") covering the
artichoke heart. The
remaining bottom of the
artichoke is the heart. Cut
into pieces and dip into
sauce to eat.
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